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As  applications  become  more  complex,  more  bugs  and  critical  vulnerabilities  are 
discovered, making software security a very important and relevant topic today. This 
paper  describes  one  of  the  technologies  that  is  often  ignored  when  designing 
applications because developers see it  as a being difficult to understand. SELinux or 
Security Enhanced Linux was developed by NSA and represents an effort to implement 
mandatory access control in Linux systems. While its reliability is proven and Red Hat 
included it in RHEL releases starting with version 4, many system administrators decide 
to disable SELinux because of lack of knowledge and added complexity. This document 
describes SELinux and how can developers use it to secure their applications.

Introduction

Linux is known as a simple and secure operating system because it implements some well known stable 
security technologies. However, security comes into layers, as different solutions cover each others 
gaps in a collaborative effort to protect against malicious attackers. 

For example, let's consider a network application server running in on a Linux powered server. The first 
layer of protection is the firewall.  While firewalls can be intelligent standalone appliances, we will 
focus on the security solutions offer by the Linux environment. So, in this case, the firewall can be 
iptables. The packet filter can deny or accept connections based on specific criteria like ip addresses, 
port numbers, etc. While this can protect against access from unauthorized ip ranges, it must still allow 
some users to access the service, so there is a gap. Malicious users can still exploit firewall's software  
bugs and enlarge the gap mentioned above. 

So, a firewall will offer some protection, but it won't isolate your application. We can use software  
based intrusion detection or intrusion prevention systems, but these features are usually embedded in 
standalone appliances. However, there are many well known evasion techniques and hackers know how 
to fool IPS and IDS devices. This means that an attacker can access your network server and interact 
with it. From this point on, software must rely on its own security mechanisms. Bad news is that many 
applications have programming bugs and hackers can exploit them to possibly inject executable code 
or  even gain  access  to  a  shell  on the  server  running the  application.  And when an application  is 
compromised, we should discuss about the damage that can be done on the remote server.

A Linux process runs under the identity of a user and a group. While running, it can perform the same 
actions in the system as the user behind it. But what happens if the process is started by the root system 
user? Well, a compromised process running under root user can do anything with any system resource. 
This is the most horrifying scenario. Otherwise, the process can still access the server as a normal user 
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with its own privileges. 

Standard Linux privileges are based on read, write and execute permissions assigned for a user owner, 
one group and all other users. It is possible to tune permissions using file access control lists (FACL), 
but the main problem with this  Discretionary Access Control mechanism is  that the owner of one 
resource (or the root) can actively change permissions for that resource.

And this is the point where SELinux comes into action. Basically, SELinux has a database of static 
permissions checked every time a process performs an action on a resource.  For example,  we can 
define for our application a profile stating that it can access for writing only /var/cache/fdb file. If, for 
any reason, the application will try to write something in /var/cache/fdb1 file or any other file from the 
system the access will be blocked, even if the standard permissions would allow this. And this works 
even for processes running as root! It is important to remark that SELinux does not rely on standard 
Linus permissions and user/groups.

Coming back to our example, let's imagine that the application server is running as root. If there is no 
SELinux profile in action and the application is compromised, the attacker can wipe out data from your 
system,  can  change  passwords,  delete  or  create  accounts  and  other  critical  malicious  operations. 
However, if SELinux is enabled and the application is confined (is controlled by a profile), the damage 
can be limited. The application will be able to access only specific files (its own files) and any access to 
system files will be denied. Hence, the attacker won't be able to create users, change passwords, modify 
configuration files and so on. 

Many network server custom-developed need access to sensible resources. Therefore, it will usually be 
started as root. Now add some software bugs in the newly developed application and no SELinux 
profile and you get a perfect recipe for a very vulnerable server.

SELinux security technology

SELinux is the result of nearly 40 years of operating system research [1] and represents a kernel-side 
security mechanism for limiting process access to the system. SELinux is based on policy modules, 
which are sets of rules written for a specific application. Once the module is loaded and SELinux is 
active, the application behavior is controlled by SELinux. An application protected by a profile (or 
policy module) is a confined application, according to technical terminology.

SELinux  can  be  enabled  or  disabled  on  a  machine.  Once  enabled,  there  are  two  states  defined: 
permissive and enforcing. When permissive mode is active, an access that violates loaded policies is 
logged, but the access is not blocked, so the application can still harm the system. Otherwise, with 
enforcing mode set, any access that violates a policy is blocked.

SELinux  policies  can  be  enforced  in  two ways:  targeted  and multi-level  security  protection.  This 
document will focus on targeted approach.

The  approach  behind  the  technology  is  not  very  complicated,  despite  the  public  opinion.  Policy 
modules define how subjects like processes or users can access objects  like files or sockets. Each 
component (subject of object) has a SELinux context attached. A context consists of a three value tuple 



of user, role and type. An example is presented bellow:

joe:user_r:user_t

This is the security context associated with user joe, role user_r and type user_t. Roles, users and types 
can be defined in new modules and are not related by default. In fact, most of the rules are defined  
between types with users and roles being less important.

Basically, users have their own security context which is inherited by a process, unless it doesn't have 
it's  own context defined in a policy. Furthermore, files are labeled with their  own contexts. Policy 
modules define permissions that subjects (usually types) have over objects (also identified by a type).

Here is a rule example that you can find in a SELinux policy:

allow user_t bin_t : file {read execute getattr};

A user running under a context with type user_t can perform read, execute and getattr system calls over 
files labeles with bin_t type.

To see the label attached to a file, use -Z switch of ls/ll.

[root@centosvm ~]# ll -Z /bin/zcat 
-rwxr-xr-x. root root system_u:object_r:bin_t:s0       /bin/zcat 

Once the policy modules are loaded and SELinux is enabled, each access of a confined process is 
checked against its own specific set of rules. If rules are respected, the access is granted. Otherwise, an 
AVC (access vector cache) message is logged and the access is denied (if enforcing mode is enabled).

CentOS documentation presents the architecture of SELinux, as it is implemented in RHEL/CentOS 
systems:

Fig. 1: SELinux architecture[1]



Confining applications

The following paragraphs will describe how to define a SELinux policy module for a new application.  
First of all,  the developer must know what is the application actually doing. Considering the tasks 
performed by the software, the developer must design a specific set of labels and types, along with the 
correct set of rules. Everything is compiled in a policy module (.pp files) and then loaded by SELinux 
kernel module [3].

Aways keep in mind to offer only the least  privilege required. The application to be confined will  
perform a very simple set of operations:

– listen on 13999 TCP port for new connections
– read data from the TCP port
– write data to /var/cache/hdb file (create if nod existing)

The application must be started as root in order to write to /var/cache folder. 

Is it useful to write a SELinux module for this application? Well, it really is, because breaching and 
injecting code in such an application could completely compromise the machine running it.

The operations described bellow are performed on a CentOS 6 system.

Few years ago, it was quite complicated to start a SELinux policy module from scratch. Starting with  
RHEL 6, a GUI tool was introduced and it can be used for this purpose. 

Start system-config-selinux from a command line (the tool is included in policycoreutils-gui package). 
Go to Policy Module and press New.

Fig. 2: Create new policy module



Next select user application as the type of application to be confined. Define a name for your module  
and complete the path to your executable.

In the user role panel, select unconfined, as we do not care about the user field from the SELinux 
context. 

Add your port (TCP 13999) to the list of bind ports.

Fig. 3: Identify the executable

Fig. 4: Select user role

Fig. 5: TCP server ports



The application should not connect to any port, so we can just press Forward to the next dialog. Then 
allow terminal interaction.

Than add the list of files or folders where the application should have write access.

We won't add any boolean as booleans are beyond the scope of this article. Just ask the wizard to write 
resulting files to /root/lwritepol folder and confirm that everything is ok.

Fig. 6: Select application traits

Fig. 7: Writable files/folders

Fig. 8: Confirmation



The output folder contains four files. Type Enforcement and File Contexts file contain exactly what 
their name states. The interface file is used to compile policy definitions and the .sh script actually 
performs compilation and policy module loading.

Let's review the lwrite.te file. In the declaration section, a line similar to the following one should be  
found:

permissive lwrite_t;

As long as this line is present in the .te file, the module loaded will work in permissive mode, even if  
SELinux is configured for enforcing. However, this is the normal behavior for the first step of the 
policy creation module.

To compile and load the policy module, execute the shell script.

Start the executable and use it in the intended way with SELinux enabled and check the log entries 
reported in /var/log/audit/audit.log . There are still some AVCs reported in the log files that should be 
fixed before marking the profile as enforcing. It is possible to use audit2allow tool to generate rules that 
will adjust the policy. For example, next type enforcement rules should be added to the .te file:

[root@centosvm lwritepol]# grep lwrite /var/log/audit/audit.log | audit2allow
#============= lwrite_t ============== 
allow lwrite_t user_devpts_t:chr_file { read write getattr append };

However, the .te file should include the user_devpts_t type using a require directive. Now fix the .te file 
and  re-execute  the  .sh  script.  Perform testing  and policy  adjustments  until  no  AVC messages  are 
generated during a normal operation of the server. The final step is disable the permissive behavior of 
the policy module. It is possible to test and debug policy modules even if it is not permissive by setting 
SELinux to permissive mode.

Results

After the profile is set to enforcing, completed and loaded, test the behavior of the application. It should 
work perfectly when started on the normal port and the application should be capable to write the 
specified file.

However, if we start the server on another port, a binding error is returned.

[root@centosvm ~]# lwrite 14999 
ERROR on binding: Permission denied 

Also, an AVC message is logged:

type=AVC  msg=audit(1388938445.319:241):  avc:   denied   {  name_bind  }  for   pid=3578  
comm="lwrite"  src=14999  scontext=unconfined_u:unconfined_r:lwrite_t:s0-s0:c0.c1023  



tcontext=system_u:object_r:port_t:s0 tclass=tcp_socket

We can consider another scenario also. Let's imagine that lwrite executable is modified and it tries to 
write to another file, for example /dev/fdb. SELinux will protect against this scenario also.

[root@centosvm ~]# lwrite 13999 
server established connection with centosvm.centos.ro (127.0.0.1) 
server received 8 bytes: cuvant 
ERROR opening file: Permission denied 

The AVC message generated is presented bellow:

type=AVC msg=audit(1388938822.309:249): avc:  denied  { write } for  pid=3611 comm="lwrite"  
name="fdb"  dev=vda2  ino=917303  scontext=unconfined_u:unconfined_r:lwrite_t:s0-s0:c0.c1023  
tcontext=system_u:object_r:lwr_cache_t:s0 tclass=file 

Both results show that SELinux can protect applications and systems against unintended behaviors of 
compromised applications. Even if the compromised application is running as root, SELinux does not 
allow it to access more files than the original application was designed to do.

Conclusions

From the example presented in this paper it is obvious that SELinux can greatly improve the security of 
a Linux powered system. It is recommended to keep SELinux setting in enforcing mode for production 
system and invest time in policy development for new software components. The effects of bugs that 
allow remote code execution are diminished if compromised applications are confined, which should 
convince system administrators to keep SELinux active on their machines.

Moreover,  today  is  not  very  difficult  to  design  a  security  policy  module.  Tools  shipped  with 
RHEL/CentOS 6 are useful for starting new profiles from scratch. As this paper presents, other tools  
like audit2allow can be used to tune permissions and deliver complex and efficient policy modules.

The results  presented in  this  document show that  SELinux can effectively block attempts  to  open 
sockets and files that are not allowed by the policy, thus preventing the base system from unauthorized 
access and reducing the damage done by exploited bugs. 
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